Master Innovation management / track Data and information system management

IMT Atlantique is co-accredited with the University of Rennes 1 by the MESRI* to deliver the Master in "Innovation Management" (in French : "Management de l'Innovation" - Master MI). This national degree is referenced on the French official website "Trouver Mon Master.gouv.fr". The accreditation number is : 1702979P.

The track offers by IMT Atlantique is : "Data and Information system management" (MSID). The courses are taught in French.

IMT Atlantique offers a "french summer school" in August, on Brest or Nantes campus, in order for you to improve your French language before starting the Master's courses.

Your Master degree MI/MSID will be delivered by IMT Atlantique, one of the French Top Technological University.

More details here on the french website

* Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation

Source URL: https://www.imt-atlantique.fr/en/study/masters/partnerships/mi-msid